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This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
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reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
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Ilford C-2 emulsions, 200 microns thick11 were exposed in the coilimated 

x-ray beam from the Berkeley 322 Mev synchrotron., Exposures were made at 

synchrotron energies of 322, 242, a.nd'l61 Mev, and the monitor ionization 

·chamber was calibrated relative to pair production cross sections at each of 

the three energies by the method described by Blocker8 Kenney, and Pe.nofsky., 1 

The complete are~ covered by the beam (3/8 in., circle) on each plate has 

been scanned for two and more prong ste.rso Because of' the impossibility of 

distinguishing between e. two prong star and e. scatter in the track of a single 

particle in e. large number of cases.!) two prong stars were classified as either 

possible or probable. Because of the e.rbi trariness and. the difficulty of 

setting sufficiently precise cri terie. for this dist:i..nctiono the two prong data 

i. s regarded as _essentially qualitative., All events within 5o 5 microns of 

either surface of the emulsion after processing·were disce.rded0 and the mini-

mum prong range counted "\'V'B.S 3 micronso 

The yields of stars with various numbers of prongs are shown in Table I., 

The 322 Mev yields are nonnalized to an emulsion thickness before processing 

of 2:00 microns and an exposure of 108 "equivalent quanta. 0 ~u or 322 x 108 Mev 

total energy in the complete bremsstrahlung spectrum., The yields at the other 

energies are nonne.lized to the same thickness and to exposures that contain 

the same number of quanta. per Mev interval at 32 Mev., The uncertainties indi-

cated. in the table are the standard deviations due to counting statistics only., 
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The prong spectrum of the 322 Mev yield is similar to that. reported by 
. -

Kikuchi3 2 the difference in the minimum prong length counted probably ao= 

counts for the discrepancieso 

Using the nominal partial densiti~s of emulsion elements given by the 

manufacturer/) and assuming that star production cross sections are proportional 

to mass number 8 the 322 Mev yield of 3 and. more prong stars gives a cross sec= 

tion of' silver 11 integrated over the bremsstrahlung spectrum0 of 6"5 x 1o=27 c~2 

per "equivalent quantum.," This 

tion is assumed proportional to 

figure is reduced to 5 0 6 x to=27 if cross sec= 

·2/3 
A " 

The energy distribution of the quanta responsible for the differences in 

yields from the different energy exposures is shown in Fig" lo Also shown 

at one tenth the scale for the difference spectra is the spectrum of 161 Mev 

bremsstrahlung" Because most of the difference quanta are in the energy range 

between the two upper limits of the bremsstrahlung spectra» it ls possible to 

calculate a cross section averaged over this energy interval" Estimating that 

that part of the yield due to the low energy tail in the 161 to 242 Mev dif= 

ference spectrum is 10 percent of the 161 Mev yield 0 and making similar cor= 

rections for the yield from the tail In the 242 to 322 Mev difference spectX"U!D..~~ 

the average cross sections of silver for the production of three or more prong 

stars are 

;
322 

N322(E)dE 
242 

242 . 1 cr(E) N242(E)dE 
161 

1242 
. N242(E)dE 

161 
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where N322(E) is the number of quanta per Mev in 322 Mev bremsstwahlung
0 

etc., 

The inte~rated meson production cross sections of silver listed in Table ±l: 

have been calculated from the measured carbon cross sections 0 3,4» assuming the 

A-1) 3 dependence of yfeld per nucleon found for 'ir+ meson productiono5 It ·seems 

likely that part of the stars observed are associated with meson production~ 

The star yield is probably too large to be accounted for by: this process alone 6 

however D since only about 1/4 of the low energy :rr= mesons found which were· produced 

in the emulsion had as many as .3 other prongs associated with their productiono 

Another possible me.chari:i sm for star production by hlgh energy photons is 

suggested by the 11+ meson relative yield data of Mozley,5 The implication of 

the A.~l/~ dependence of yield per nucleon is that only the surface nucleons are 

effective in producing. mesons., Since non·e of the known photonuclE:iar reactions 

have cross sections comparable to nuclear area at these energies,p this effect 

is probably not due to nuclear opacity to photons~ If6 however,p this effect 

is dUe to nuclear 0pac:i.. ty to meSonS D One Jn.ight expect that there Should be Sta.:r'S 

produced by meson production and reabsorption in the same nucleus With cross 

sections sever~l times that for meson production .. 

I wish to thank Pro-f o E., M0 McMillan for suggesting this problem and for his 

helpful discussions"' Mrso W., :R., Gaffey for assistance in scanning the plates 0 and. 

Dr6' R., So Christian for calculations of the bremsstrahlung spectral) Mx·~ ·R .. Kenney 

and. Mr., w .. Blocker for the use of equipment and assistance :in calibra.tion of the 

ionization chamber, and to Mr6' G., c .. McFarland and the synchrotron crew for 

assistance in nia.k:ing the exposures., 

.This work was performed under the _auspices of the Atomic Energy Coilllilission .. 

Information Division 
scb/1~12=51 
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Table I 

Relative Yields of Stars 

No,. 322 Mev 242 Mev 161 Mev 
prongs 

--
possible 2 73 ± 7 81 :t 8 34 :!; 5 

'-'probable 2 91 ± a 70 + 7 36 ± 5 -
3 137 :f: 6 109 ± 9 39 :t 5 

4 88 :!: 5 57 :1: 6 29 ~ 4 

5 37 + 3 14 + 3 8 :1: 2 

6 13 ± 2 3.,6 * 1.,6 
. + 
0.6 - 0.,6 

7 3 :1: 1 

8 0.9 + 0.5 

2 3 280 + 9 184 ± 12 77 ± 9 

~5 54 ± 4 18 :t 4 9 ± 2 

Table II 

Meson photo-production cross sections of silver. 
integrated ove.r 322 Mev bremsstrahlung. in units 
of 10;.27 cm2 per equivalent quantum 

n• 0.7 

n- 1.,1 

no 4.,0 

sum 5.8 
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
242 AND 161 Mal SPECTRA 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
322 AND 242 MEV SPECTRA 

161 MEV SPECTRUM 

ENERGY IN MEV 
MU 1183 

Fig. 1 




